TWIST ‘n’ LOCK™
Height Adjustable Collaborative Learning Tables

The Innovative
Twist ‘n’ Lock™
Legs

Orio Table
The popular and versatile shape of the Orio
table allows you to create a variety of group
and individual settings suitable for your
specific learning modality.
Top: 900mm or 1050mm diameter
Edge: Rigid or Performance Edge™
1050mm available in Rigid Edge only

Twist ‘n’ Lock™ Legs.
Innovative, durable, easy to use.
No more broken pins, no more counting holes and
no more wasted class time. The true brilliance of
the Twist ‘n’ Lock™ Height Adjustable Tables, lies
in the patented leg design. The pin-less height
adjustment grooves unique to these tables
makes adjusting table heights a breeze. And with 6
adjustment heights, from 520 mm to 760mm, the
flexibility is endless.
The simple Twist ‘n’ Lock™ design, makes
adjusting the table height as simple as it
sounds – just twist the leg to unlock it,
move it to the desired height using the
numbers on the leg, then twist the leg to
lock it into place.

Targeted Teaching Table
The Arc and Semi tables (Targeted Teaching
Tables) are designed for student- teacher
collaboration. For group learning, combine two of
the same tables to form a circle or football
shape. Utilise your environment and create
learning hubs or break up long corridors.
Top: 1800 x 720mm (Arc), 1800 x 900mm (Semi)
Edge: Rigid Edge only

Not only are they easy to use, but these legs
are ultra-durable, meaning more time spent
teaching and learning! The legs are also
available in bright colours, so add a splash of
fun to the classroom or colour code the tables
for different modes of learning.

Crescent Table
A flexible student table to suit a variety of
activities and learning styles. Configuring the
Crescent tables into a cluster, encourages
student communication, engagement, problem
solving, and lateral thinking. The Crescent
table can transform any learning space as a
standalone or collaborative setting.
Top: 1350 x 600mm depth
Edge: Rigid Edge only

Cinque Table

Square Table

Rhythm Table

The versatile shape of the Cinque table
is suitable as a standalone or in a cluster
and can be instantly transformed for
‘Think-pair-share’ learning, and create a
variety of settings suitable for specific

The Square table is the perfect standalone
table for independent learning and larger
group settings. This c lassic square shaped
table can be clustered with itself or any

The Rhythm table uses an intelligent
wave design to fit together to create
clusters of tables for student learning.
The curved design gives students their
individual learning space whilst

learning modalities.
Top: 785 x 1110mm

Twist ‘n’ Lo c k ® Height Adjustable Table with a
600mm depth.

preserving classroom space.

Top: 600 x 600mm

Top: 640 x 640mm

Edge: Rigid or Performance Edge™

Edge: Rigid Edge only

Trapezoidal Table

Stingray Table

Round Table

The versatile Trapezoidal table is a unique
learning table ideal for the classroom,
library or small group settings. This
table can be used as a standalone single
table or arranged in clusters to promote

The Stingray table is the most
configurable and versatile table yet. The
Stingray supports pedagogy and creates a
fun, collaborative and modern learning
environment. Designed to fit six students
in a cluster of three tables, it is also great for
close distance group collaboration.

This Round table f its perfectly into the
Orio table bites, to form flower shaped
learning clusters, allowing you greater
flexibility in classroom configurations.

Edge: Performance Edge™ only

group learning.
Top: 1200 x 600mm
Depth: 520mm
Edge: Rigid or Performance Edge™

Top: 900mm or 1050mm diameter
Edge: Rigid Edge only

Top: 600 x 600mm
Edge: Rigid Edge only

Configure
your own!
Rectangular Table
Accommodating dual student study, this c
lassic rectangular shaped table can be
clustered with itself, Square or other
tables, to create multiple interesting
and flexible configurations.
Top: 1200 x 600mm
Edge: Rigid or Performance Edge™

Performance Edge™ tabletops use a
unique patented designed tapered
edge which is ultra-comfortable
and perfect for extended use. The
Performance Edge™ tabletops use
a superior hard-wearing material
compared to regular rigid edging,
and are virtually ‘pick proof’ so the
edges don’t delaminate or peel off
easily. The unique design not only
enhances user comfort, but it also
reduces damage done to walls and
other furniture whilst moving tables
around to change between learning
modes. The Performance Edge TM
tapered edging reduces pressure on
students’ forearms caused by leaning
and writing, making them the most
comfortable tables around.

Patented
tapered
edge

Get the EDGE
Inject colour with our vibrant
Performance Edge™ trim options
and a wide range of laminate
tops, including writeable finish.
Add Twist‘n’Lock™ legs to match
the bright Postura chair colours.

Performance EdgeTM
Comes in 5 colours

Black
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